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Abstract 
Foreign policy and diplomacy are, by definition, location specific. GIS related tools can be useful 
to decision makers and problem-solvers to merge diverse data that impinge on policy issues. 
While such technologies have been adopted somewhat for natural disaster response, security and 
environmental studies, wide spread adoption of GIS into policy tasks has been slow. Decision-
makers and other non-experts are reluctant to assimilate new tools into old cultures due to a 
number of hurdles. Yet clearly, information sharing would be advantageous and allow 
visualization of information and situations in a more productive environment, This paper touches 
upon some of the challenges and stimulate discussion on directions for realist solutions to meet 
the non-expert’s needs. 

Context 
The Department of State (DoS) has relied on information gathering methods proven true in the 
past. These methods include culling material from news sources, communicating by phone and 
fax, providing information though the cable messaging system, and using electronic web sources 
and email. Most of the material collected, analyzed and reported on is in textual form. Text has 
been easy to craft and transmit and is usually clearly attributable to a source. Such reporting and 
transmission have deep roots in cable message protocols and by their historic nature, have no 
accompanying visual materials.  
 
Diplomacy and foreign policy are largely related to geographic locations. Descriptions of 
phenomena, trends, relationships and other occurrences are usually in textual or tabular (such as a 
spreadsheet) form at DoS however. While maps and one-off visual paper products are produced 
on an urgent need basis, the incorporation of such materials, and in particular, geographic 
information systems (GIS), into the routine DoS information flow has been slow.  One of the 
innate barriers is that the official messaging system used to date has no associated technology for 
including GIS output, graphics or imagery. While a plan to change the cable system is intended, 
the fact that few higher-up decision-makers are familiar with or expect visual materials as 
information sources is a significant hurdle. 

Current GIS Use 
GIS have been used as tools to prepare paper maps and similar materials, often for crises or other 
high priority situations. A representative example is displayed in Figure 1. This figure is a 
thumbnail of a poster prepared with GIS information and remote sensing imagery. It contains 
locations of destroyed villages in Darfur, Sudan and was used by DoS and the US Agency for 
International Development (USAID) to illustrate the crisis to the United Nations. The poster is a 
useful tool, but a more powerful tool would have been regular use of a GIS system to continually 
update information as it was acquired, including information regarding the movement and 
location of refugees and relief efforts. Such posters could be produced as a by product. 
 



 

Figure 1. Thumbnail of GIS and imagery 
derived poster used by Secretary Powell 
and Administrator Natsios for UN appeal 
regarding the Sudan/Darfur crisis. 

Other examples, largely driven by urgent 
situations, include GIS use for preparing 
products depicting: damage, population 
distribution, relief efforts and related 
information for the 2004 Asian Tsunami 
event; location of damaged areas in the 2003 
Bam, Iran earthquake; flooding of villages in 
Haiti during the storms and hurricanes of 
2004; and depiction of current and historic (by 
treaty) boundaries between countries. 
 
Another area where GIS is already in use is 
for financial planning and budget monitoring 
by the administrative bureau. Using GIS, 
analysts can pick an embassy or post, obtain 
information on the site and review grants, 
expenditures and other relevant information. 
This example is one of the relatively few cases 
of regular GIS use within a bureau. 
 

Progress 
One of the ways that GIS use has been accelerated in DoS is through efforts that require 
interaction with several other agencies, some of whom heavily rely on GIS oriented information. 
One clear example is in the IRAQ reconstruction planning. The information acquired often 
requires depiction on a map, such as the location of land mines, roads, and other infrastructure as 
well as information that needs to be inter-related such as road or facility proximity to terrorist 
activities, locations of schools and hospitals relative to staging of reconstruction activities and 
similar data. The organizations involved, such as USAID, the Department of Defense, Army 
Corps of Engineers, non-Government groups and private companies rely on GIS for situation 
analysis and sharing of critical information between groups. In order to share information and get 
a complete understanding of the situation, DoS personnel have found it advantageous to have GIS 
support and several analysts were deployed to assist in this effort. 
 
A second way that GIS are making inroads in DoS is through specific interest of a leader within a 
post or bureau. For example, in Chengdu China, the Consul General has taken a particular interest 
in using GIS in every day operations and reporting. GIS is used to depict the location of 
Americans living abroad, economic growth and trends within the consular district, and to map out 
official visits and other in situ opportunities within the district where consular staff have had 
interactions with local groups and agencies. 

Potential 
GIS has enormous potential for depicting information of interest to DoS. Some of the obvious 
examples follow. Cross linkages between some of these data would be tremendously useful. 
 
In the area of sustainable development and global interests areas include:  
1) For democracy and human rights - 

• Location and trends in human rights incidents   
• Election results by province or city.  



2) Humanitarian Response 
• Planning for locating USAID supported projects  
• Locating displaced persons - numbers, places and proximity to relief organizations 
• Planning response for natural or man-made disasters 

3) Economic Prosperity & Security 
• Socio-economic data by province or city 

4) Social & Environmental Issues 
• Programs funded and where 
• Environmental activities  
• Many others initiated by embassies in countries 

In the diplomatic program, GIS can be important for:  
1) Peace and Security 

• Location of American citizens living in country 
• Location and data on embassy facilities and owned or leased residences 
• Evacuation plans and crisis management  
• Location and composition of USG contingents and coordination with other agencies  

2) Counter Terrorism 
• Tracking security-related incidents, trends  
• Areas of effective government or insurgent control  

3) Homeland Security 
• Successful visa applications, demographics, trending  
• Visa sponsor locations  
• Denied visas, demographics, trending  

4) International Crime and Drugs 
• Anti-narcotics activities     
• Trafficking routes, soft borders 

 
Many other GIS applications have been suggested and discussed, the challenge is to move 
forward in deploying the technology as a routine attribute of DoS workflow. 

Barriers 
Language: As for any type of technology or software, a nomenclature and jargon is often created 
and used routinely by experts. GIS is no exception and the use of GIS has arisen out of a 
specifically technical and scientifically literate community. Certain concepts and jargon are 
accepted and used without notice. For the non-discipline expert however, these represent barriers 
and do not relate to every day experiences. For example, although most people are visually 
oriented, visualization of data is a skill that is learned. For GIS it can be learned if the system 
used is simple (e.g., mapquest©). However most GIS systems have been designed for analysts 
and other experts. The concept of data “layers” is not a familiar concept so GIS interfaces can 
often be baffling and intimidating to the uninitiated. 
 
Complexity: Most GIS tools are complex, have detailed interfaces with many options and the use 
of the tool may not be straightforward. Most tools must be licensed and there is little opportunity 
to casually try a GIS tool before investing. 
 



Training: Even a highly motivated individual finds GIS training time daunting. In addition, 
maintaining currency and fluency in GIS is work. Simple GIS systems, as easy as some web-
based interfaces would be helpful to get motivated decision-makers to use the tools. 
Plethora of options: Most GIS systems are built with the analyst or expert in mind. For the 
experienced user, a simplistic interface with limited tools can be frustrating. Experts need many 
tools to gain the most from their geographically tagged data. However for the decision-maker and 
the non-expert, simpler interfaces would be welcome in order to begin to tap the potential of GIS 
for their work. 
 
Legacy: Within DoS and some other organizations, established procedures, developed and rooted 
in the organizational culture, may create an unreceptive climate for GIS use. “So what can we do 
with it?” or “But I can just look the data directly”, are common remarks. GIS advocates need to 
continually demonstrate that information that is tied to geographic locations can be effectively 
used with GIS and that new information, questions and analysis not currently in practice can be 
performed using these tools. 
 
Paper products: In many organizations, including DoS, paper products are still preferred. The 
notion that information is dynamic and that data is often obsolete as soon as it is printed, is not a 
concept that many have learned or are comfortable with.  
 
Resources: With current tools and practices, most decision-makers and functional units in DoS 
will need analyst support to begin GIS use. The necessary resources are not available and bureau 
chiefs and post personnel are reluctant to allocate human capital to what is often considered 
“faddish” or overkill because the potential and improvement in performance is not understood. 
 
Low expectations: If upper management does not expect information to be visualized and do not 
perceive the value of analyzing situations visually as tied to geographic locations, GIS has an 
uphill battle in being adopted. Alternatively, the managers who expect graphical representations, 
up to the minute data display and active linkage between reporting, information flow and 
communication will see their requirements met and will have better situation awareness. 
 
Strategy and Funding: Adequate fiscal support for training, software and routine use is required. 
It is not always easy to demonstrate how a strategic investment in GIS will pay off in the long 
term.  

Approaches 
At DoS, several approaches have been adopted. One is to conduct pilot programs by invitation 
from a post or bureau, to acquire GIS software and training and use GIS for several, initially 
simple applications. As mentioned above, this approach was used at the Consulate in Chengdu 
China. A training period of 1 week was held and several consulate personnel including the Consul 
General learned how to use GIS software. By the end of one week, several individuals were 
working on specific projects that used the system to analyze various data such as the economic 
base per capita by province, documenting visits to monasteries as a probe of human rights 
situations, and others. The positive news is that the Consul General is now expanding GIS use 
within the consulate and it is becoming part of the workflow there. 
 
Another approach is to form a user group. Although the actual users of GIS are scant in DoS, the 
interest is high by many staff personnel. Representatives from many units within DoS are have 
expressed interest in the user group. This group will be the core group probed for user needs and 
will be supported as they venture into this technology to approach some of their pressing issues. 



 

Summary 
Adoption of GIS at DoS is progressing, albeit at a cautious pace. Many of the barriers to infusion 
of GIS as a routine technology for information flow are not unique to DoS, such as weak support 
from managers, fiscal pressure, restricted resource availability, complexity of GIS tools, jargon, 
language and lack of clear cost benefit. GIS is used to develop certain paper products usually to 
support a crisis or a high priority situation. The concept that global data can evolve quickly and 
GIS can help personnel stay abreast of changing situations has not been assimilated yet.  
 
Approaches such as conducting pilot projects and formation of a small but active users group are 
taken as first steps to unlock the potential of GIS for the DoS mission. 
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